We present a short proof of Cantor's Theorem (circa 1870s): if a n cos nx`b n sin nx Ñ 0 for each x in some (nonempty) open interval, where a n , b n are sequences of complex numbers, then a n and b n converge to 0.
PROOF OF CANTOR'S THEOREM
Cantor's Theorem. Let a n , b n be sequences of complex numbers such that lim nÑ8 a n cos nx`b n sin nx " 0 for each x in some open interval pc, dq. Then a n Ñ 0 and b n Ñ 0.
The proof presented here consists of reduction to the case C n sin nx Ñ 0, which is covered by Lemma B below and which we proceed to prove first. Lemma A. Let δ ą 0 be given and let B n be a bounded sequence of complex numbers such that B n sin nt Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8 for each 0 ă t ă δ . Then B n Ñ 0.
Proof. Replacing t P p0, δ q by 2t we have B n sinpn2tq " 2B n sinpntq cospntq Ñ 0 so the limit B n sin nx Ñ 0 holds also for 0 ă x ă 2δ . By repeating this doubling procedure a finite number of times, we get B n sin nx Ñ 0 for 0 ď x ď 2π ď Nδ for some fixed positive integer N. Therefore, f n pxq :" B n sin nx Ñ 0 for each x in the closed interval r0, 2πs. Further, since the sequence B n is bounded, the functions f n are bounded by an (integrable) constant on r0, 2πs. Therefore, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem ( [3] , Theorem 11.32)
ş 2π 0 | sin nx|dx " 4 for each integer n ě 1. It follows that B n Ñ 0. The next lemma removes the boundedness condition in Lemma A. Lemma B. Let δ ą 0 be given and let C n be a sequence of complex numbers such that C n sin nt Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8 for each 0 ă t ă δ . Then C n Ñ 0. Proof. Consider the bounded sequence B n " |C n | 1`|C n | , for which we have lim n B n sin nx " lim n |C n | sin nx 1`|C n | " 0 holds for each x in p0, δ q. Hence B n Ñ 0 by Lemma A, which in particular means that there is an integer M such that B n ă 1 2 for n ą M. This says that |C n | ă 1 (for n ą M) so that C n is bounded. By Lemma A, applied again to C n , we see that C n Ñ 0.
Proof of Cantor's Theorem. We are given that a n cos nx`b n sin nx Ñ 0 for each c ă x ă d. Let δ ą 0 such that x`δ ă d, so that c ă x`t ă d holds for each 0 ď t ă δ . Then since the zero limit holds also for x`t, we have a n cos npx`tq`b n sin npx`tq " a n cospnx`ntq`b n sinpnx`ntq " a n " cospnxq cospntq´sinpnxq sinpntq ‰`b n " sinpnxq cospntq`cospnxq sinpntq ‰ " " a n cospnxq`b n sinpnxq ‰ cospntq`"b n cospnxq´a n sinpnxq ‰ sinpntq.
(1.1)
Since this whole sum goes to 0, and since the first term in (1.1) goes to 0 by hypothesis, it follows that the second term goes to 0, i.e. C n sinpntq Ñ 0 for each 0 ă t ă δ where C n :" b n cospnxq´a n sinpnxq is a fixed sequence (independent of t) since here x is fixed. Lemma B above now applies to this and gives C n " b n cospnxq´a n sinpnxq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. Therefore taking the sum of absolute squares we geťˇa n cospnxq`b n sinpnxqˇˇ2`ˇˇb n cospnxq´a n sinpnxqˇˇ2 " |a n | 2`| b n | 2 which has zero limit, hence the result.
